Using the BOWdometer with Artemis
What is the BOWdometer?
The BOWdometer is an archery practice companion. It has an automatic shot counter and shot
execution tracker to help build consistency and confidence. It can be used on its own or paired with
any phone or tablet. It tracks and records your training session giving instant feedback on every shot.

How does it work?
The BOWdometer device is placed on the bowhandle and measures very accurately the position and
even the slightest movement of the bow. The device sends this information to the BOWdometer app,
which in turn sends it to Artemis. This way, Artemis receives data on when the shot was executed,
what the Xi-value (shot execution consistency value) of the shot was, and at what time the shot was
executed. This information is recorded when you plot the arrow with Artemis and can be analysed
afterwards.
Besides recording Xi values, the fast and highly accurate live data stream of bow-motion also
measures the bow-cant or bow-lean. See the section on Bow-cant why this is very important (and
often overlooked) in archery.

To use the BOWdometer device with Artemis you need;
A BOWdometer device with firmware 2.3 or above
The BOWdometer app, version 2.5.2 or above
The Artemis app with a Premium license, version 5.1 or above

Xi-value, timing and rhythm
One of the interesting things BOWdometer can do is evaluate your shot execution. The BOWdometer
device measures all the motions and changes in bowangles upto and including the shot and
computes a ‘consistency’ number. This number is scaled between 0..100 and called the Xi-value (“Xi”
pronounced as “sigh”). Archers using the BOWdometer app strive to get the Xi-values as consistent as
possible. More consistent Xi-values means that the shot-execution was more consistent. Artemis
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now adds the possibility to record the Xi-values of each shot together with the actual position
of the arrow on the target face.
Since the BOWdometer detects when a shot is executed, it also knows the exact time. Both the Xivalue and the timing information is shown on the scorecard, as depicted below. The Xi-value is shown
in the top center of each score cell. The timing
Xi value
information is shown on the top-right of each
Time [sec]
Xi value
score cell and is the time between the shot and
between shots
the previous shot. In the example on the left, we
see that it took 19 seconds between the first
shot and the second shot.

First shot
Second shot

Using this information, Artemis creates ‘Xi’, ‘timing’ and a ‘rhytm’
diagrams. These diagrams may add some insight on the time
you take in an end of arrows and the timing between your shots.
(use options to switch on/off these diagrams).
The top diagram is a Xi-value graph that shows you how
consisttent you were throughout the match.
The second diagram shows a timeline of one end (Artemis
assumes 40 seconds per arrow). In this timeline it is shown
when you shot the arrow in each end. It may give some insight in
how well you use all the time you have per end.

Shows all
Xi values

Timing
of shots

Rythm
of shots

The third diagram shows a relative timeline of 40 seconds. It accumulates all times between the
current shot and the previous shot. It may give some insight into your rhythm of shooting.

Bow-cant
In the compound discpline, bow lean or bow-cant is well-known. The bubble-level in the scope is
also quite “in your face”, making it hard to not be aware of keeping your bow vertical. In recurve
however, it is less obvious, but it is in recurve where variations in bow lean or canting are extremely
important, especially at longer distances.
This article belongs to a series of Articles that are written during the development of Artemis The
mathematical derivation of the effect of bow cant on the arrows position on the target can be found
here.
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To give an impression of how important it is to keep your
bow vertical, let’s use an example. Suppose we have a bow-cant
angle of 1 degree. For a typical recurve target bow this means that
the tip of the limb of the bow (at full draw) is moved about 14mm
left or right. When shooting at 70m with a typical average arrow
speed of 55m/s1 this bowcant would lead to an offset of 140mm
on the target. 140mm means an ‘8’ instead of a dead-center ‘X’.
If the archer always shoots with the same bowcant, the sight can
be adjusted for this offset and an ‘X’ can still be scored every time.
However, if there is a variation in bow-cant at release - which is
quite often the case - the archer will get a wide grouping pattern.

Bowcant variation is – according to top-coaches and supported by mathematical theory - one of the
biggest score-loss mechanisms in outdoor (recurve) archery.

Live Bow-cant
With the Artemis-BOWdometer integration you can measure and record (and afterward analyse)
bowcant at shot execution and use Artemis as a live practise tool. In the Motion tab, you’ll see an
indicator (shown on the left). The indicators needle
shows the live bow-cant. You will notice that the smallest
movement will have a huge effect on the needle. The
scale is in degrees. On top of the scale, a region with
target face colors is shown. This shows the calculated
effect the bowcant will have on the target face. As you
will notice, the effect can be quite big.
The red regions on the left and right side of the scale can
be set as warning regions and these will sound an audio
cue when the
needle gets in the
red. A different tone will be produced for the left and the right
region. This way you can use the live bowcanting feedback in
your practise sessions.
A green needle appears when a shot was detected. It shows
the bowcant at the time of the shot. If you (or better; your
coach) plot the shot, the bowcant angle (together with Xivalue and timing) is recorded. Shots with a bowcant
measurement can be recognized by a small indicator on the
target face plot. See the image to the right. Because these are
very small angles, the angle representation is scaled up (the
scale can be set in Artemis Options).

1

Recurve arrows usually leave the bow with a higher speed (~60..65m/s) but decelerate quite a bit
during their flight to 70m. The 55m/s is a pretty accurate average speed.
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Record and analysis
Artemis wouldn’t be Artemis if we cannot analyse all the data we collect. The Xi—value and the bowcant information that is stored with each shot can be used to build filters and compare grouping. Look
for patterns to see how your bow-cant variation can have an effect on arrow position.

See the
effect

Select all plots
with bowcant
‘limbtip left’

Select all plots
with bowcant
‘limbtip right’

There is also a filter item where you can make selection based on a range of Xi-values and plot those
arrows.

Many, many new possibilities and we at Artemis are avery curious about how you are going to use this
in your archery.
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Setup and Use
Prepare the BOWdometer app

BOWdometer is
active if you see the ‘swivel’
icon in your topbar

Before starting Artemis, make sure in the BOWdometer app, you have;
connected your BOWdometer device, and
started a new session.

Connect Artemis to the BOWdometer data
In Artemis, choose the BOWdometer Motion sensor in the Options section and select how the device
is mounted. If you connected the BOWdometer in your BOWdometer app, then clicking ‘connect’ in
Artemis options (see below) should show some information.

The choice of where (and how) you fix your BOWdometer device on the bow is very important for the
bow-cant measurement. Make sure you fix it really tight so that it cannot move during the shot. The
supported positions are:

Picture-TBD

Right handed, on outside Right handed, on side of Right handed or left
of sight extension
handle, below button
handed, horizontal
facing archer

Right handed or left
handed, horizontal
facing target

Left handed, on outside Left handed, on side of
of sight extension
handle, below button

Vertical orientation is
not supported yet
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Red needle
shows live
bowcant

[click]

BOWdometer
selected but
not connected

Green needle
shows bowcant
at shot

[click]

BOWdometer
connected

BOWdometer
live bowcanting

Shows bowcant
variation for
all shots

Next create a new entry; e.g. 6x6 arrows at 70m target for a recurve bow. And start plotting (see
below). There should be a small BOWdometer indicator on the bottom-left and there should be an
extra tab called ‘Motion’ at the top of the screen (scroll to the right to see it).
The indicator on the bottom-left of the target face shows
Ready

BOWdometer is selected as motion device in Artemis Options. Click
button to connect

Connected

Xi-value and timing information will be received from BOWdometer and
stored with each plot. Click button to get live-bow cant information.

Live bowcant

Besides Xi-value and timing, now also live-bowcant data is received
from BOWdometer and stored with each plot. Click buttton to stop the
live-stream.

Shot detected

BOWdometer detected a shot. This means Xi-value, timing and bowcant
information is available for storage. If you plot a shot on the target face,
or enter a score in the scorecard, the information is stored and the
indicator returns to stream or connected.

Error

There was an error in the connection. Click button to shutdown the
BOWdometer device connection
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